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ABSTRACT

A set of trilinear equal-time commutation relations is proposed

as a generalized second quantization scheme for fields satisfying

conventional statistics. The scheme specifies the bilinear equal-time

commutation relations between distinct fields (a finite number for

each spin for the representations considered) in addition to the

commutation relations.-of fields with themselves. Multiplet schemes

for a particular representation of "generalized fields11 satisfying

the trilinear equal-time commutation relations are studied. It is

shown that generalized vacuum expectation values can be defined, and

that the S matrix formalism can be developed for generalized fields.

Differences with the conventional S matrix expansions are examined,

in particular in connection with possible applications to

renormallzation procedures. A novel regularization method, based on

the bilinear equal-time commutation relations between distinct fields,

is considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of their relevance to quantum field theory, bilinear

equal-time commutation relations between distinct fields have

repeatedly been discussed in the literature. The conclusion in

both the Hamlltonian and axiomatic ^contextsis that a "regular

locality* ^ can "be Klein-transformed, "by a succession of Klein

transformations if necessary, to the "normal locality" - ' ' for

which, by definition, distinct fermions anti-commute and boson-boson

and boson-fermion field variables commute for space-like separations

of the arguments. In. a regular locality, by definition, any two field

variables either commute or anti-commute for space-like separations

of the arguments, but the equal-time commutation behaviour is not

(necessarily) normal. Covariant components of a field are assumed

to have the same commutation behaviour with respect to other fields.

Klein transformations, though non-unitary, should presumably not

affect the physical content of a theory. It has generally been

recognized that in a theory with anomalous locality there are selection

rules, super selection rules or conservation laws, "even-oddness

3)conservation laws1' in axiomatic language, which conceivably may be of

5\6)
physical interest. The possible physical relevance of the selection

rules inherent in a regular locality, as distinguished from a normal

locality, would be of more compelling interest if from first principles

It were possible to derive a set of fields for which the locality is

not normal. In other i*ords, it is of interest to consider second

quantization schemes which specify the bilinear equal-time commutation

relations between distinct fields, as well as the commutation relations

of fields with themselves. In this connection the "algebra of causality"

defined by the following trllinear equal-time commutation relations;



(la)

and

(lb)

7)- 9)
has been studied. The following representations of "generalized

fields" (operators satisfying the algebra of causality) have been

considered:

y. (x) = A^x v(x); TL(x) = A- x V W

For any representation,the bilinear equal-time commutation

relations between the various "component fields" Y and $ are

determined by the space-time Independent matrices A, or B. with

which they are respectively associated, using eqs. (1) for the

determination and other considerations that may be necessary. The

notation employed in eqs. (1) and (2) and the meaning of the symbols

7>9)

used have repeatedly been discussed previously. ' For the represent-

ation considered,all the "undetermined multipliers" M, M1, N, and N1,

which depend upon the generalized fields in whose trilinear commutation

relations they occur, commute with each other, but they do not

necessarily satisfy bilinear commutation relations with all the

generalized fields of the representation. In spite of this,the



trilinear commutation relations (1) can still be derived from the

action principle * ' provided the generalized variations, generalized

fields, multipliers, and symmetrized and ant1-symmetrized generators

of the infinitesimal transformations, GV$JL.)
 a n d ^ A 1^) » satisfy

relations of the form

(3a)

and

where all the numerical matrices c. and c' commute with each other and

with all the generalized fields of the representation. The various

multipliers M, M1, N, and N1 are symmetric in the canonically conjugate

fields being contracted, and they are assumed to vanish if the fields

8)
being contracted are not related by canonical conjugation. Each c

J

and c1 depends on a pair of pertinent canonically conjugate field ,

variables, whereas each M and N depends In addition also on A . For

the representations to be considered,the conditions (3) are satisfied.

In eqs. (la) and (lb) any two field variables may be kinematicslly

related or unrelated, each field operator independently of the other

fields denotes either a field variable or its canonical conjugate, and

the "ordered Kronecker delta11, V.j , is anti-symmetric in its subscripts,

i.e. O ^ ~ — t^j depending on whether /A refers to a field variable
7)or its canonical conjugate.



The X and <j> fields differ In the symmetrlzation of their

generators of the infinitesimal transformations (cf. eqs. (3a) and

(3<O), the generators being ant 1-symmetrized In the former and

symmetrized in the latter case. Moreover, the generalized fields

/v-i, and Kl can, independently of each other and the other

generalized fields,refer either to a T* or to a x field.

II. BILINEAB COMMUTATION RELATIONS BETWEEN THE COMPONENT PEHMIONS

In connection with possible physical applications,It is expedient

to consider representations for which at least one ij, equal-time

commutes with one S?r, :

= 0.*&\ i,i
As has been shown, ̂  eqs. (1) and (k) imply that for the representations

considered,all n commute for equal times with all <?; , and that

and furthermore that all the 5j, are "generalized bosons":

[ B±, B* 3- » 0 . (6b)

The bilinear equal-time commutation relations of the component
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bosons with all component fields associated with generalized

fields of any representation of the type considered (i.e. subject

to eq. (k)) are thus specified by eqs. (4) - (6).

Even if the X^ are "generalized fermions":

= i si*-1*) ( « A , . A X ̂ (\X)
 <7a)

[ Alt A ^ ] _ = 0 , (7b)

and it is assumed that distinct component fermion fields satisfy

bilinear equal-time commutation relations with each other, eqs. (1)

(and (4)) do not uniquely specify these bilinear commutation relations,

unless another reasonable requirement is Introduced, e.g. that there

should be a one-to-one correspondence between the matrices and the

bilinear equal-time commutation relations between the component fields

(cf, below). The assumption that the i^ are (generalized) fermions

is not as restrictive as might appear, because eqs. (1) imply that any

generalized half-integral spin field,which ant1-commutes for equal times

with at least one other half-integral spin field belonging to the same

representation, must be a fermion. The trlllnear commutation relations

(1) interrelate the commutation relations between distinct generalized

fields to the commutation relations of a generalized field with Itself.

The operator Kronecker deltas, <Hx: t ll;,! and O \ lLi 1*.} »
12)

respectively occurring in eqs. (6a) and (7a) by definition have

the same commutation behaviour with respect to other component fields

as the product of the component fields associated with the generalized

fields being contracted.

It Is expedient to consider a particular representation based on

11)
the generators
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<rx 0 1 f9L 0

and to divide the matrices obtained from these generators into four sets:

s3 = ( Ol, o2, OJC^J, c3o2o3 ) <9O

Q ~̂ ^ • f^ \ f^ (^ c^ c^ f̂  ^ i f̂  f f̂  i i Q d_ I

No matrix in set S- satisfies a bilinear commutation relation with a

matrix in S^. However, any other two of the matrices (9) either commute

or anti-commute. Since distinct component fields are assumed to satisfy

bilinear equal-time commutation relations with each other, one can infer

that the matrices in sets S and S. must either all be associated with

generalized fermions or all with generalized bosons. The a priori ambiguit

of dividing the matrices (9) between fermions and bosons is thus

reduced but not eliminated. For the correspondence between fields and

particles to be considered the matrices in S. and Sp will be associated

with bosons, and those in S, and Sj, with fermions.

The bilinear equal-time commutation relations between the

component fermions are determined by the following relation:

j (10)

provided the matrices associated with 1: and iL both belong

either to S_ or to Ŝ ,. All bilinear commutation relations between



component fermlons, whose respective matrices do not belong to the

same set, are then determined from the requirement that the component

fields respectively associated with the generalized fields C x f and

C_xY , for example, anti-commute for equal times.

The bilinear equal-time commutation relations between all the

component fields of the representation considered are then determined

in a manner consistent with eqs. (1), and the resulting regular

locality is summarized in Table I.

The component fields associated with the generalized fields

C.xf and C.xY could equally well be assumed to commute for equal

times. Subject to the condition (10) the effect would be that in the

fermion-fermion part of Table I all the signs in the upper left and

lower right hand quadrants are reversed. This effectively implies that

in the fermion-fermion part of the table rows (and columns) are

interchanged pairwlse, e.g. the rows (and columns) corresponding to

C and C-CLC,-. However, these rows and columns differ in their

commutation behavlourwith respect to the component boson fields.

Yet an inspection shows that the symmetry of Table I is of such a

nature that effectively the same regular localities are obtained

regardless of whether the component fields associated with C.x^ and

C.xy are assumed to commute or anti-commute for equal times.

If the bilinear commutation relations between the component

fields are determined as outlined, the generalized fermions of the

representation considered also satisfy the following equal-time

commutation relation:

= 0, X



provided the matrices associated with 1 1 and f̂t both belong

either to S_ or to S^. Furthermore, for the representation considered

the right-hand sides of all the bilinear commutation relations (6a)

and (7a), though not strictly speaking c-numbers, commute with each

other and with all the generalized fields of the representation. This

Is true even If the two matrices associated with canonically conjugate

generalized field variables are not equal, though they are required to

commute. Except for a factor -̂"t OM$ ©k~~" jo) or ;7 u (}$ ~ *oO V^HJ a ^ h e

right-hand sides of eqs. (6a) and (7a) are respectively equal to the

factors c and c occurring In eqs. (3).
J J

Subject to eq. (k) and the division of the matrices (9) between

the generalized fermlons and bosons, the bilinear equal-time commutation

relations of the component bosons with all the component fields of the

representation considered are uniquely determined by eqs. (1). However,

eqs, (10) and (11) are consistent with but not implied by eqs. (1) (and

(4)). The question therefore arises, whether the bilinear equal-time

commutation relations between the component fermlon fields can be

determined in some other manner to yield a regular locality essentially

different from Table I. If the bilinear equal-time commutation

relations between the component fermion fields whose associated matrices

are In the same set, S or S^ (eqs. (9)), are not determined by eq. (10),

but by some combination of commutation and anti-commutation relations

(consistent with eqs. (1)) for distinct generalized fermlons whose

associated matrices are in the same set, it is, In fact, possible to

obtain regular localities which essentially differ from Table I in

the fermion-fermlon part, and which in some cases are degenerate. In

a "degenerate locality11 component fields associated with different
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matrices have the same bilinear equal-time commutation behaviour with

respect to all the component fields of the representation. As a

consequence the table corresponding to such a degenerate locality

contains two (or more) Identical columns (rows).

A regular locality, consistent with eqs. (1) and (4), essentially

different from Table I results if, for example, the bilinear equal-time

commutation relations between the component fields are determined as

before, except that any two generalized fermions associated with distinct

matrices In set Sr (eq. (°d)) are assumed to commute for equal times.

If couplings are to be suitably symmetrized, e.g. anti-symmetrlzed

In generalized fermion pairs, as is Indicated by eqs. (1), it appears

impossible to couple two commuting generalized fermions to a boson,

for example. This difficulty may conceivably be circumvented by the

introduction of a hermitian matrix, e.g. 1CJ2J2J2- into the generalized

interaction.

As an example of a degenerate locality consistent with eqs. (1)

and (4) the commutation relations between component fermions associated

with distinct matrices In set S^ are determined as follows:

[c «Y(x)f c^c^Y (y)]_ - [c3*y(x), lc^Cgxy^)]. * (12)

^ y ^ c^Yty)]. * [ic^c^Y (̂ ), ic^c^f (y)]_ = o,

all the other bilinear commutation relations being determined as before.

The resulting locality differs from Table I in the fermion-fermion part,

the columns corresponding to C and C C_C being equal, as are the

columns corresponding to C.C C and C C C_. This degenerate locality



Is contained in Table I if only different columns are considered.

It Is of interest to consider the following superpositions;

^(c^yic^Y1) (13a)

^{c^c^y tc^xY'). (1313)

For the degenerate locality under discussion V and V in each case

anti-commute with each other and they have the same bilinear equal-

time commutation relations with respect to all the other component

fields of the representation. Hence in each case one may set

V = V, (14)

and consider the pairwise degenerate generalized fields

^ C ^ C ^ Y (15a)

c2c3±cic;3c2)*Y. (15b)

The degeneracy is removed if the "bilinear equal-time commutation

relations are again determined by eq. (10), and Table I is recovered

if the following correspondence is made;

and s4 - S^-t^tCjtC^C^.^C^^tC^Cg) ). (17)



The factors l/^£ In eqs. (13) and (15)- (1?) have been

introduced for normalization purposes.

Instead of the matrices in sets S., S , S , and S. , eqs. (9),

it is expedient to consider the sixteen linearly independent matrices

In sets S t S , S , and s!', since in the latter four sets any two

matrices either commute or anti-commute. Table I is recovered if

condition (10) is applied to any two distinct generalized fermions

with associated matrices in the union of S and S*. The anomalous

regular locality of Table I can therefore be obtained from a normal

locality for the generalized fields (eqs. (4), (5), (6a), (7a), and

(10)). If physically relevant expressions are suitably symmetrized

the implications of using the matrices in S_ and Sj, or in S and s!

Can tie expected to be identical.

The locality of Table I can also be obtained in a manner

consistent with eqs. (1) if instead of eq. (4) It is required that

one i£ anti-commutes for equal times with one x,|. , assuming that

eqs. (5) and (10) remain valid.

Although there is some latitude in choosing the commutation

relations of the generalized fields consistent with eqs. (1) and

Table I, it is apparently not possible to simultaneously Klein-transform

both the generalized and the component fields to the normal case,if

only conventional Klein transformations as applied to the component

fields are considered. Moreover, the Klein-transformed fields in

general will no longer satisfy the algebra of causality, which has

physical content, e.g. it contains statements about the commutativity

of physically relevant expressions for space-like separations of the

arguments. Since in any case Klein transformations should not affect



the physical content of a theory, ̂  the above outlined procedure of

determining the bilinear equal-time commutation relations between the

component fields from the normal case for the generalized fields appears

to be not only consistent with but also indicated by eqs. (1), the

supplementary condition (4) being postulated for physical applications.

Additional justification for this procedure derives from a

possibly significant mathematical distinction between the locality of

Table I and any other essentially different locality consistent with

eqs. (1) and (4) for the representation under consideration. Since a

minus sign in Table I means commutation and a plus sign means anti-

commutation relations, the product of two columns (rows) can be defined

if the product of two equal signs equals a minus, and the product of two

unequal signs equals a plus sign. Using this convention, the square of

each column or row is obviously proportional to the unit column (row),

and Table I can be generated by suitable multiplication of, for example,

the four columns in the fertnion-ferraion part of the table corresponding

to C , Qot C C C , and C ( > -j^{C +C.CJ2 )). Alternatively, Table I
J J J ,for example,.

can be generated from the array of Table Il/by repeatedly multiplying

rows and columns in this table until the resulting product table is closed

under multiplication. Pour column (row) generators are needed Instead of

three matrix generators, eq. (8), because column (row) multiplication is,

by definition, commutative. For any locality of the representation

considered (subject to eq. (k)) essentially different from Table I this

one-to-one correspondence between matrices and columns (and rows) of signs

under multiplication can apparently not be established. Therefore, in this

sense, only the locality of Table I is a faithful representation of the

matrices.

As will be discussed in the next section, there is a possible

phenomenological way of deriving the locality of Table I for the

matrix representation (9) being considered.
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III. MULTIPLET STRUCTURE

Since the generalized fields of the representation under

consideration and the associated locality (Table I) are obtained

from first principles, ' it seems natural to try to exploit the

selection rules inherent in the locality in connection with the

observed internal symmetries of elementary particles.

The commutator or anti-commutator of two matrices, one from set

S ? (eq. (9c)) and the other from set S. (eq. (9d)) or S? (eq. (1?)).

is equal (proportional) to a matrix In S (eq. (9b)). Since up to

a possible numerical factor the square of each matrix in sets (9)

and (17) is equal to the unit matrix, the generalized bosons with

associated matrices in S can mediate (trilinear) interactions between

two generalized fermions, one with matrix in S and the other with

matrix in S, or S*, in such a manner that the matrix obtained by

multiplying together all the matrices associated with the generalized

fields entering any one of these interactions ("interaction matrix")

is proportional to the unit matrix. Hence for the locality of Table I

the product of the component fields entering any such interaction

commutes for space-like separations with all the component fields of

the representation. These observations heuristically suggest that in

any attempt to establish a correspondence between generalized fields

of the representation considered and physical particles, the matrices

in S should be associated with generalized fermions (baryons) of even

strangeness, and those in S. (sM with baryons of odd strangeness or

vice versa. Furthermore, the matrices in S should be associated with

generalized bosons that mediate transitions between baryon multlplets
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which differ in strangeness by one unit, i.e. with kaons, for example.

Making a Judicious choice for the generalized fields to represent

one baryon singlet and the bosons heuristically labelled K*, K°, K°,

W , W , and W° (Table III),it Is possible, using the considerations

outlined above, to obtain the supermultlplet scheme of Table III by

repeated (symmetrized) matrix multiplication, as Indicated in the

table. The Yukawa type couplings are supposed to be antl-sytnmetrlzed

in the generalized fermlons, and the locality of Table I is used to

obtain the interaction matrices. Not only are the interaction

matrices, by construction, proportional to the unit matrix, but the

couplings are also hermltian in the matrices and In the component

fields, and local in the generalized as well as In the component

fields, since both the coupled generalized and component fields have

equal-time commutation behaviour consistent with locality, -v Starting

from the singlet at each stage only two baryon multiplets with dlffereni

matrix structure are obtained (Table III). Any two distinct commuting

matrices In S- or Ŝ  (S^) can be selected for the baryon singlet.

Different choices lead to physically equivalent schemes. There

similarly Is some latitude in the choice of the matrices for the

generalized bosons of Table III. It is to be expected that the theory

can be developed in such a manner that this latitude in the choice of

the matrices will be physically inconsequential.

If a suitable selection of generalized fields from Table III:is

made, it Is heuristically possible to obtain baryon octet and decimet

structures (Table I V ) , though such questions as the 3/2 spin of the

decimet fields or the presumed spin I of the Intermediate bosons are

left unanswered. Table IV is an expanded version of Table III and
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contains a tentative phenomenological correspondence between

generalized fields and particles."-' For each field, the canonically

conjugate momentum can be obtained from a suitably constructed

generalized (matrix) Lagrangian with suitable interactions, each field

being uniquely characterized by its spin (parity), charge, and two

commuting matrices (A,,A*) or (B,,B*). In Table H I there are some

hypothetical generalized fermlons for which there appears to be no

phenomenological correspondence in the scheme considered. Such fields

do not occur in Table IV , and as a consequence the generalized field

labelled /\ , for example, is a singlet and not a member of a triplet.

Furthermore, there are no allowed minimal strangeness non-conserving

electromagnetic transitions between the fields of Table IV .

Though Tables III and IV have been phenomenologlcally constructed

assuming trilinear baryonlc couplings to bosons, it is possible to

regard the fields in Table IV as given a priori and subject them to

different interactions. If it is required that all suitably symmetrized

trilinear interactions involving generalized fermlons be hermitian and

local, some such couplings will be allowed and others will obviously

be forbidden.

Not all strangeness or isospin non-conserving Yukawa couplings

for the baryons and bosons of Table IV can be ruled out on the basis

of lack of hermiticity or locality. However, phenomenologlcally a

strangeness quantum number can be assigned to all fields of Table IV

in a natural manner. With such an assignment, all ^ S = ±1 Yukawa

type transitions between the fields of Table IV are ruled out either

for lack of hermiticity or lack of locality or both. Some other

considerations, such as group theoretical arguments, for example, must



be invoked to rule out the ^ S = ±2 and also some isospln non-

conserving transitions (e.g. from A to A ), which are consistent

with both hermlticlty and locality and presumably are not realized

physically. In a similar scheme presented previously ' an attempt

was made to rule out all strangeness non-conserving Yukawa couplings

on the basis of non-hermiticity or lack of locality. However, the

scheme of Table IV appears to be phenomenologically superior.

All strangeness-conserving trilinear, local, and hermitian

transitions between the baryon raultlplets of Table IV are

schematically represented in Table V. The relative magnitudes and

phases of the coupling constants remain to be determined. Tables IV

and V are of interest also if it should turn out that the intermediate

bosons W and V are not physically realized.

In addition to the generalized fields listed in Table I V there

are four more (hermitian) integral spin fields:

Bl ** t ci c
3
 + C3 Ci)

^ (18b)

B3 •*• ( c 2 c 3 + c 3 c 2 ) x ^ / v $ (18c)

^ (18d)

These fields can be directly (selectively) trilinearly coupled to the

generalized fields associated in Table IV with leptons, but not to

baryons. The generalized boson B., eq. (18a), for example, can be

trilinearly and locally coupled to the generalized ferraion labelled

1. (Table IV ) or to 1 . Such couplings would,however, give rise to

neutral currents.
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All the free-field and Yukawa-type interaction matrices for

allowed couplings of the generalized fields listed in Table IV turn

out to be diagonal, though they are not all proportional to the unit

matrix. Allowed trilinear couplings of the generalized bosons (18)

to the generalized ferralons associated in Table IV with leptons would,

for the representation considered, give rise to non-diagonal interaction

matrices. However, this may not be objectionable as long as for each

field the free-field and interaction matrices, associated with allowed

interactions into which the field enters, can be diagonalized slmul-

taneously. If this condition is satisfied, each component field

commutes for space-like separations with the component Hamiltonian

density into which it enters. This is presumably sufficient to ensure

the locality of the equations of motion of the component field variables.

In addition, by virtue of eqs. (1), all the generalized fields of the

representation considered satisfy the necessary causality requirements.

If the generalized fields associated with the generalized fermion

singlet and the generalized bosons are chosen as in Table III, the

bilinear equal-time commutation relations between all the component

fermlons of the representation considered can phenomenologlcally be

determined from the requirement that certain observed transitions

between particles occur locally in the generalized and the component

fields and are of the Yukawa type, and that the corresponding

Interaction matrices be proportional to the unit matrix. In this

manner the fermion-fermion part of the locality of Table I can be

obtained phenomenologically.

The method of construction of Table III can, in principle, be

used to extend the table to Include positive strangeness baryons.
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However, If this Is done;the generalized fields begin to repeat

themselves, I.e. in some cases generalized fermions are obtained

which are associated with matrices (A ,A*) that have already occurred

in the table in this or reversed order (A*,A ) in connection with

fields of the same charge. As a consequence, minimal strangeness

non-conserving electromagnetic transitions could possibly occur if

positive strangeness baryons were Included in Tables III and IV .

IV. VACUUM EXPECTATION VALUES AND S MATRIX

Since for the representation considered the generalized fields

are 4x4 matrices, state vectors are (4x1) columns or (1x4) rows.

With the exception of the unit matrix, all the matrices (9) and (1?)

are traceless. Hence to obtain meaningful generalized vacuum

expectation values, it is necessary to introduce a hermitlan operator
9)

into the definition of vacuum expectation values of generalized fields.

A priori this can be done in a number of different ways, e.g. the

relevant hermitian operator can be defined as

or

where Q is half the number of singly charged field variables in the

expectation value, and the operator Kronecker deltas are those properly

associated with the respective matrices. Both R and R are diagonal,

and R commutes with all the generalized fields in any generalized
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vacuum expectation value.

For physically relevant expressions T of the generalized fields

of Table IV , e.g. for time-ordered products of generalized fields

occurring in the S matrix expansion for allowed generalized Yukawa

interactions, the vacuum expectation values are then defined by

<0|R1Tl0> or <0|R2Tl0> , (20)

which, for diagonal T (as is assumed), have to be evaluated by taking

the trace of the matrix obtained by multiplying together all the

matrices associated with the generalized fields and with R in any

diagonal generalized vacuum expectation value. Hence

<0|R T|0> « numerical factorx <0|component flelds|0>, (21a)

<0|R2T|0> =

(21b)

numerical factor X operator Kronecker deltax^OIcomponent fields|0> .

While the operators R and R are formally different, they can,in

connection with diagonal expressions T,presumably be used

interchangeably and with the same consequences.

For more general manipulations it is expedient to define vacuum

expectation values also for expressions for which the resulting matrix

Is not diagonal. Univalence requires that there must be an even number

of half-integral spin field operators in a non-vanishing vacuum
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expectation value. Hence a non-diagonal product matrix of a monomial

T In generalized fields of the representation considered, containing

an even number of generalized half-integral spin field operators, must

be proportional to one of the off diagonal matrices in set S (eq. (9b)).

In analogy to the operators R and R of eqs. (19) it is

therefore possible to define two operators R and R^» in which the

off diagonal matrices of set S (eq. (9b)) are substituted for the

diagonal matrices of S (eq. (9a))» with a corresponding change in

in the relevant operator Kronecker deltas.

Alternatively, the definition

<0|-B2T|0> (22)

for generalized vacuum expectation values of the fields of Table IV

and eq. (18) can be generally applicable- to any monomial T in generalize

fields, regardless of whether the product matrix associated with T

Is diagonal or off diagonal.

Overall consistency demands that vacuum expectation values of

monomials in component fields, such as occur on the right-hand side

of eq. (21), be proportional to the appropriate operator Kronecker

delta. The conventional equality of vacuum expectation values to

simply c-number functions or distributions actually presupposes the

normal case.

In this connection it is expedient to generalize the notion of

the operator Kronecker delta to the case where the arguments are two

distinct generalized fields, A.'u and Xx. » such that the product of
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the matrices associated with the two fields is even In the generators

(8), I.e. O\A*^A/^J , whose square is proportional to unity, has the

same commutation behaviour with respect to other component fields as the

product of the component fields associated with X;, and Xi. . Two

iistinct operator Kronecker deltas either commute or antl-commute.

For the above defined operators R and R

<0|R TlO> = <0|H2T|0> = <0|0> (23)

and

The factor of (-1) in the definitions (19a) and (19b) is necessary

In order to preserve a positive metric for the component fields. This

factor occurs because in the construction of Table III the free-field

natrices -1C C C C - ~1CnCoCoCo associated with the charged bosons
1 j 1 j C J c. J

are 180° out of phase with the free field matrices associated with the

leutral bosons. The generalized fields in Table III representing the

oosons could equally well have been chosen in such a manner that their

Tree-field matrices are all equal, including phase. Then the factor

;-l)^ would not have been necessary, and it is introduced in eqs. (19)

In order to render the physical implications of the formalism independent

)f this arbitrariness in the selection of the generalized bosons of Tablelll.

The above definition of vacuum expectation values permits the

levelopment of the 3 matrix formalism for the generalized fields of

?able IV along conventional lines.

Since for the generalized allowed interactions considered,

[Rg.S]. = 0 , (25)

;he unitarlty of the S matrix appears not to be affected by the matrix

structure of the generalized fields, and by the definition (22) of

;eneralized vacuum expectation values.

?••'• '
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Formally the usual relation between the chronological and normal

products in the interaction representation is unchanged:

UV B T(UV) - N(UV) , (26)

where U and V are generalized fields. The generalized contraction

UV,, if it does not vanish, is defined by

A A*xS(UV)x invariant function

or (2?)

B B*x b(UV)x invariant function .

Hence, with the above definition of vacuum expectation values for

generalized fields,

<0|R UJ|0> = <0|B2T(U(x),V(y))|0> = 0 or invariant function . (28)

Since for the representation considered the generalized fields

can be assumed to have normal bilinear equal-time commutation behaviour,

the signature obtained from the permutation of generalized fields is

the same as in the conventional theory.

If the matrices associated with the generalized fields

corresponding to the electron and rauon respectively are (C_C C ,-C-C C_)

and {CJZ2Cy-CjCzCj) (cf. Table IV ) or vice versa, and only

electromagnetic interactions of the electron and muon are oonsldered,

quantum electrodynamics is not affected by the matrix structure of

these generalized fields. With the above definitions of expectation

values, the S matrix expansion is essentially unchanged in electron

and muon electrodynamics. The generalized fields corresponding to the

electron and muon differ in their possible Interactions with the

generalized bosons (18).
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V. CONDITIONAL CANCELLATIONS OF SOME DIVERGENCES

If the fields tabulated in Table IV are subjected to the

substitution (16), the resulting generalized fields satisfy normal

equal-time commutation relations. Hence, with the modifications

suggested in the previous section, the conventional S matrix formalism

can be applied to these fields in a straightforward manner. This

application of the S matrix formalism can also be made, with

equivalent results, if the substitution (16) is not made, but all

relevant expressions are suitably symmetrized.

The matrix structure of the generalized fields or, equivalently,

the locality of Table I, have implications which modify some results of

the conventional S matrix formalism in a possibly physically relevant
13)

manner. As has been noted previously, ' the matrix structure of the

generalized fields for the correspondence between fields and particles

summarized in Table IV implies that the lowest order strong self-energy

corrections to, for example, the proton propagator due to emission and

re-absorption of pions are 180 degrees out of phase with the loops

obtained from emission and absorption of strange particles. It is

assumed that the covariant character of the relevant Yukawa couplings

is the same in all cases under discussion, e.g. pseudoscalar. A similar

phase difference between loops consisting cf relatively strange and

non-strange hadrons occurs in connection with the corrections to other

baryon propagators.

If the various interactions modifying the propagator add coherently,

the phase difference between the loops can be used to eliminate the

logarithmic divergences associated with the lowest order strong self-

energy corrections. If other interactions the proton may enter into

i.̂ .,,a. M
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are disregarded, the coefficients of the logarithmic divergences vanish

In the proton case if the masses and coupling constants satisfy the

following regularlzation conditions:

G2(p,p,TT) + G2(p,n,Tl + ) *= G2(p,X\K°) + G2(p,Z°,K+) (29a)

G2(p,p,TT°)Mp + G
2(p,ntTT

+)Mn = G
2( p.X* ,K°)M^ + G2( p,H°,K+)Ms<, . (29b)

The 180" phase difference between the loops, of course, also affects the

cut-off independent contributions to the self-energy corrections.

The conditions (29) ensure that the logarithmic divergences vanish

regardless of whether the proton line (Pig. la) is an external or an

internal line of a more complicated diagram, i.e. the coefficients of

the cut-off dependent logarithms vanish both for the case of mass and

wave function renormalizatlon.

The origin of the phase difference between the pionic and kaonic

loops can be understood from the multiplication Table VI of the diagonal

matrices contained in set S. (eq. (9a)), the product matrices associated

with the various loops being equal to IC.C-CpC-. Since the interaction

matrices associated with the generalized pionic and kaonic Yukawa

vertices are equal to the unit matrix in the case of the proton (as well

as for some other baryons) it is to be expected that the relative phase

difference between the loops should also be explainable in terms of the

bilinear equal-time commutation behaviour of the component fields (Table :

in the relevant time-ordered products of the S matrix expansion. Indeed,

if the matrices concerned are disregarded, the occurrence of the 180°

phase difference between the pionic and kaonic loops can also be inferrec

from the permutations of the component fields which arise in the process

of contraction of the component fields in the time-ordered products.
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Whether or not a permutation of component fields gives rise to a factor

of -1 is, for the correspondence between fields and particles considered,

determined by Tables I and IV. It is perhaps a satisfactory aspect of

the formalism that the 180° phase difference between the loops can be

understood from matrix multiplication of matrices associated with

generalized fields satisfying normal bilinear equal-time commutation

relations, or from the signatures obtained from the necessary

permutations of component fields whose bilinear equal-time commutation

behaviour is specified by Table I. This phase difference also demonstrates

that In the context of the formalism presented the (anomalous) bilinear

equal-time commutation relations between distinct (component) fields do

affect the S matrix in a possibly physically significant manner.

Although the regularization conditions (29) are suggestive of

similar (though not Identical) conditions obtained by Pauli and Villars,

the cancellation mechanism presented in this discussion is quite different

from their method and from that of other authors. ' The Hamiltonian

considered in the present context is not only local and hermltian, but

the coupling constants are real, the relative phase difference of the

lowest order self-energy corrections being obtained from the equal-time

commutation behaviour of the component fields whose metric is positive

definite. Therefore, the fields considered, Instead of being "auxiliary"

or "shadow" fields, can presumably refer to physical particles with

finite (bare) masses.

A similar phase difference occurs between the loops arising from

trillnear couplings of baryons to strange (W) and non-strange (w1)

"intermediate bosons* (cf, Tables IV and V) . The electromagnetic

field can heuristically be regarded as the neutral member of a
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non-strange (spin 1) W1 triplet.

Numerous attempts have been made in different contexts to

eliminate the leading divergences associated with the lowest order

weak transition amplitudes and weak self-mass corrections of baryons

and leptons due to emission and re-absorption of virtual spin 1
16)

intermediate bosons.

In the present context it is possible to derive regularization

conditions for some baryons analogous to eqs. (29) to eliminate the

leading (quadratic) divergence arising from the emission and

re-absorption of hypothetical virtual non-strange ( W ) and strange

(W) Intermediate bosons assumed to have spin 1. The phase difference

between strange and non-strange loops necessary for equating the

coefficient of the divergence to zero Is again obtained from the

equal-time commutation behaviourof the fields concerned. Considering

only trllinear vector couplings of spin-£ octet fields to intermediate

spln-1 bosons In the context of the scheme summarized in Tables I, IV,

and V, the conditions for the vanishing of the coefficients of the term

quadratically dependent on the cut-off in the case of the proton

propagator, for example, are:

G (p,n,Wl+) = G (p,A,W ) (30a
w w

(p,A,W+) . (30b

If the couplings are more generally assumed to be parity non-conserving

of the form

eqs. (30) have to be modified by adding terms dependent on the ratios o:
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the relevant axial vector to vector currents (denoted by K in eq. (31)).

Any logarithmic divergences associated with the lowest order weak

and electromagnetic self-mass corrections can presumably likewise be

eliminated if the algebraic sura of the coefficients of all the terms

logarithmically dependent on the cut-off is equated to zero. This means

that eqs. (29) have to be modified to also Include weak and electro-

magnetic parameters. Eqs. (29), thus modified, would then interrelate

strong, electromagnetic, and weak coupling constants and particle masses,

However, since weak and electromagnetic couplings are presumably much

weaker than strong couplings, such a modification of eqs. (29) can be

expected to be small.

In this connection it is of interest to observe that the mass

and coupling constant degeneracies implied by eqs. (29) and (30) can

be attributed to the fact that selected interactions have separately

been considered in lowest order for only some of the fields of the

scheme of Tables IV and V. These degeneracies will presumably be

removed if all allowed interactions of all the fields of the scheme

are considered simultaneously.

Since only lowest order effects have been dealt with above, the

question naturally arises as to what happens In higher order.

Considering only generalized trilinear couplings of octet baryons

with pions and kaons (Tables IV and V) and disregarding other fields

and possible allowed Interactions,each Peynman diagram of Pigs. 1 and 2

actually stands for several graphs, as the internal lines may correspond

to strange or non-strange fields. Tables IV and V serve as a guide

as to which generalized fields of the scheme under consideration can

be trilinearly coupled in a local, hermitian, and strangeness conserving

• ? • • '
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manner. Abstracting from the considerations outlined above in

connection with Fig. la, a diagram is called "subtractlve11 if some

graphs associated with that diagram are, by virtue of the matrix

structure of the generalized fields or the bilinear equal-time

commutation relations between the component fields, 180° out of phase

with respect to other graphs associated with the same diagram. A

diagram is ••additive" if no such phase difference occurs between the

graphs associated with that diagram. Obviously the property of a

diagram being Hadditivetl or H sub tractive" is relative to the set of

fields and Interactions being considered, and an additive diagram may

become subtractlve if the number of fields (and interactions) under

consideration is increased, and vice versa. Phase differences between

graphs introduced by other arguments, such as SU(2) symmetry, for

example, have to be examined separately.

For the representation under consideration,the additive or

subtractive character of any particular diagram can simply be

ascertained by comparing the quantities

Q
(-1) x product of the matrices associated with the propagators

(32)
of the internal lines

for the various graphs making up the diagram (Q»half the number of

singly charged field variables associated with the internal lines of

any graph). For the graphs of the diagrams of Fig. 1, i.e. the

corrections to the proton propagator due to the (strong) trilinear

pionic and kaonic couplings under discussion, the quantities (32) are

proportional to the matrix C.C-jCpĈ ,. In general the matrices

corresponding to the different graphs of a diagram may be different.
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If the matrices are all diagonal, for example, the additive or

subtractive character of the corresponding graphs is determined by

comparison of the relevant quantities (32) with the phase relationships

between the diagonal matrices implied by the definition of the hermltian

operators R or R (eqs. (19)).

As is shown in Fig. 1, there may be both additive and subtractive

diagrams in the same order of the S matrix expansion. The diagram of

Pig. lb would become subtractive if mesons corresponding to the field

labelled h in Table IV were also to be included in the discussion.

As indicated in Pig. 2, the insertion of a self-energy loop may cause

an additive diagram to become subtractive.

Instead of outright subtraction of Infinite quantities the

subtractive character of the lowest order self-energy corrections has

been used above to equate the algebraic sum of the coefficients of the

cut-off dependent terms to zero, and to yield the relations (29) and (30)

between the relevant coupling constants and masses. Whether this

procedure can similarly be applied to the elimination of divergences

occurring in connection with higher order diagrams is a question that

is presently being studied. Since not all diagrams are subtractive

it may be possible to algebraically relate different diagrams of the

same order or even diagrams of different orders, e.g. the leading

divergence of an additive diagram may be completely or partially

cancelled by divergences of the same order occurring in connection

with diagrams of the same or higher order, or it may be possible

to sum all the terms of the same degree of divergence in a perturbative

expansion. ^

It is not known at the present time whether this programme can be
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carried out in a self-consistent manner and in a manner consistent also

with unitarlty requirements, since with an increasing number of fields

and interactions the elimination of divergences associated with higher

order corrections may lead to a complicated set of relations between an

increasing number of parameters (masses and coupling constants).

Conceivably a trend may appear and consistency may possibly be

guaranteed only under certain conditions, e.g. that strong interactions

possess SU{2) symmetry.

These quantitative questions and related problems are presently

being studied.
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and C,iY equal-time ant 1-commute. Other

Table I: Bilinear equal-time commutation relations between the

, component fields for the representation of the algebra of causality

considered in this discussion. The commutation relations are obtained

from eqs. (1), (*(-), (5), (10), and the assumption that the component

fields associated with

representations, for which the locality may be different, can, of

course, be considered. In the shorthand notation employed 1313

(written vertically or horizontally), for example, refers to the

component field associated with the generalized field C C_C C x)

3

132

131

123

323

313

2

1

23-32

23+32

13-31

13+31

1323

12

1313

I

.2 313 323 123 131 132 3 1
3
1
3

12 1
3
2
3

1
3

3
1

1
3

3
1

2
3

3
2

2
3

3
2



Table II: Repeated multiplication (as defined in the text) of rows

and columns in this table, and subsequent re-arrangement of the product,

yields the array of Table I, which is closed under multiplication.

23-32

13+31

2

1
3

2
3

3
1

3
2
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Table III: A hypothetical supermultlplet scheme for generalized fields

of the representation being considered. The multiplets are generated

from a generalized fermlon singlet by generalized, hermltian, local,

properly symmetrized Yukawa couplings, mediated by generalized integral

spin fields heurlstlcally labelled K and W. All the interaction

matrices are proportional to the unit matrix. It is understood that

the generalized fermlons within the same Iso-multiplet are

distinguished by their charges.



Table III

-c3c1c3xY K

~C -pO
K

K

W

W

c1c3c1xY

~lC-| C-jCpX T'
(c2c3+c3c2)x 0 : vr

IC-J^CJC^XY

c2xY



Table IV : One of several a priori possible phenomenological

correspondences between generalized fields of the representation

considered and particles. Although,with the exception of the

division of generalized fields into two sets, one containing

integral and the other half-integral spin fields, questions of

spin have been disregarded, it is assumed that the same matrices

are associated with a field and all Its recurrences.

Octet Declmet

xY: -0." ;

C C-,0 xY: ̂  i CQxY: Z ;

Leptons

Cl x ^ :

C1 xY :

C3ClC3 xY :

C3ClC3 x Y =

C2 xY :

T l >

Xl >

12 *

i 2 ;

i 3 ;

ic1c2c3xY: Z*";
 Bosons

A
___ ^ : / \ ; c i C 3 ^ i y v ' • * " * „ * , / +

K

K°

»• . -iCG2C3-C3C2)x 0 : W+ ;

• c rt(t -0

0

V . A u . ^ 3 3 2 ~— -7-0 (C0C~ + C0C0)x 0 : W
= n ; C ^ C x Y : A 2 3 3 2 ^

Cpx V : A 1 2
p I

_

C lxY: tT ; c ^ x

C1C3C1C3 x

C2xY: ^ + ' ; I x

Spinor and vector indices and normalization factors l/y^1 have for
omitted. . ... .... _,__.^_..., _T

: n •
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Table V: Schematic representation of the allowed transitions

between different lsomultiplets obtained when the generalized fields

of Table III are coupled by herraitian, local, strangeness-conserving

Yukawa couplings. The A " A transitions (dashed line) are not

consistent with isospin conservation. The allowed transitions

within each multiplet can be ascertained in an analogous manner. The

symbols next to the rectangles indicate the generalized bosons that

can mediate trilinear interactions within the same baryon isomultiplet,

.V.TS .=-

.*',»

v),Tr,wM

K

IB

I
K

¥',V ^

N IT, W

> ^

, n', X ,lf|

A

n
¥

- *

W

I'"
w

A



Table VI: Multiplication table for the hermitian diagonal matrices

contained in S (eq. (9a)).

1O1C2

1O1C3°1°3

= 1C3=2=3 ' 1 C 1

* n n _c n
1 7 I T

1O1=3C1°3 l

I 1C C '

c2 - iC lc3c

i p T

1=3

!=3

>

- i C

-

1

1=3=

=3=2

1=3

2

=3

1C1°3°1C3
lcl°2 °1C3C2°3
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Flg. 1: Lowest order and fourth order strong corrections to the

proton propagator mediated by pions and kaons. The meaning

of the labels "additive" and "subtractive" is explained in

the text.

\

Pig. la Pig. lb Fig. lc Fig. Id

subtractive additive subtractive additive

Fig. 2: Lowest order strong corrections to a meson (pion or kaon)

propagator, and a self-energy insertion.

Fig. 2a Fig. 2b

additive subtractive




